
Love Fest
Thursday August 10th – We had a great wind forecast to get us
back across the Strait of Georgia today. Leaving Pender Harbor
we motored under a smoky sky weaving around all the little
islands that makeup the harbor. Once out in open water we set
the throttle for a timed arrival at Dodd Narrows that would
give us very little current through the narrows. The strait
was nice and calm and Dodd gave us a 2-knot push through.

We  decided  to  anchor  in  Pirates  Cove  just  south  of  the
narrows. It’s a tricky entrance but once inside the cove is
open with enough room for a lot of boats. We anchored and
stern tied creating a little space we could call our own.

We need to to get the kids off the boat to get some energy out
and I think Julie and I needed it more then them. There’s a
great loop hike (Ava loves loop hikes) so we set out for a
beautiful walk in the woods. Actually the kids ran together
most of the time way ahead of Julie and I.

After a sweaty hike the kids went swimming together for a long
time even though the water is much colder here than Desolation
Sound. I even convinced Skylar to swim around the whole boat
and clean the hull at the water line. It looked fantastic
after he was done!
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The kids happened to still be loving each other and playing
together (not usually the case for a long period of time) so
after swimming together, Skylar took Ava on a long paddleboard
ride through the bay. Taking advantage of the kids getting
along so well Julie and I left them alone on the boat and went
on a romantic dinghy ride as the sun set!
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Kids having fun together

Our boat from the hike
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Still having fun together
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